What’s in the box
In the box you’ll also find a mounting bracket, 3× rubber inserts for the
bracket, 5mm allen key and a USB charging cable.
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Squeeze the clip on the Laserlight and push it into the bracket. It will click
into place (give it a tug to check).

The smaller yaw bolt can be loosened slightly to adjust the left /right
direction of the image.
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Once the LED is on, you can press the Laser button to switch on the laser in
flashing mode. Pressing it multiple times will switch between flashing,
steady, and off .

avoid direct eye exposure
Maximum output : <5mW
wavelength : 510-525 nm

CLASS IIIa laser product
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· Do not aim the laser at reflective surfaces.
· Do not allow children to use the Laserlight without adult supervision.
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100lm flash, 100lm steady and 300lm white light modes.

You can adjust the pitch (forward/backward) of the Laserlight to ensure
that the laser image is projected onto the road 5-6 metres ahead.

USB charging cable
(type A connector)

USB charge connector
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(This is probably best shown with a video – check out support.blaze.cc
to get started).

Your Laserlight comes with three inserts of different thicknesses so that
you can mount the light to whatever types of bars you have.
Thin: Large bars up to 32mm (most bars are 31.8mm)
Medium: Medium bars (vintage bikes tend to have 25.4mm bars)
Thick: For all other bars down to 22mm in diameter

level of your Laserlight’s battery:

made using the supplied allen key. Adjustment by hand may cause
solid blue
This device complies with part 15 of the80-100%
FCC rules. Operation is subject to
the yaw bolt to work itself loose.

When charging, the indicator lights will transition between flashing red,
solid red, flashing blue, solid blue, before eventually showing a green
indicator light when at 100% capacity. When in use, check the charge level
by unlocking or pressing the LED button once. When the battery level runs
low in operation, the red indicator lights will begin flashing as a warning.

the following conditions: 1) This device may not cause harmful
interference; 2) This device must accept any interference received,
including interference that may cause undesired operation.

VII Maintenance + Battery care
The Laserlight will adjust its operating mode as the battery
falls below 20% and 5%, this is to conserve battery.
For full details on your Laserlight’s battery maintenance,
runtime and charging, please visit support.blaze.cc .

